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The Argentine poet Jorge Luis Borges wrote in his poem Instants:  

If I could live again my life, 

In the next - I'll try, 

- to make more mistakes, 

I won't try to be so perfect, 

I'll be more relaxed, 

I'll be more full - than I am now, 

In fact, I'll take fewer things seriously, 

I'll be less hygienic, 

I'll take more risks, 

I'll take more trips, 

I'll watch more sunsets, 

I'll climb more mountains, 

I'll swim more rivers, 

I'll go to more places - I've never been, 

I'll eat more ice creams and less (lime) beans, 

I'll have more real problems - and less imaginary ones.  

And also:  

If I could live again - I will travel light, 

If I could live again - I'll try to walk bare feet 

at the beginning of spring till 

the end of autumn, 



 

 

I'll ride more carts, 

I'll watch more sunrises and play with more children (…)  

Except being less “hygienic” - which nowadays might not be the best idea - these suggestions look 

excellent to me.  

Borges however, wrote this poem when he was very old without much time ahead. On the contrary, 

coronavirus will run out of its infective power and vaccines will be created.  

So we do have second chances and can start living our life more intensely, watching more sunrises.  

Personally, when all this will be over I will commit like never before to find time for a coffee with a 

friend or to call a relative. I will stop hiding behind the busy daily life letting time pass.  

When we really want to meet someone, we are able to find time for that.  

And you? What changes will you make after corona?  
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